Suprachiasmatic nuclei lesions eliminate the group circadian rhythm of systolic arterial pressure but not of heart rate in rats.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the participation of the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) in the generation and synchronization of cardiovascular rhythms. Seven sham-operated and 11 SCN-lesioned animals maintained under 12/12 hr light/dark cycle were used. Systolic arterial pressure (SAP) and heart rate (HR) were measured indirectly during 24-hour periods at 3-4 hour intervals. The data were analyzed using individual and group cosinor rhythmometry and Fourier analysis. A circadian rhythm of water intake was not detected in animals with successful SCN lesions. A reduction of the double amplitude/MESOR ratio for the 24-hour component of drinking rhythm in the SCN-lesioned rats was observed. After SCN lesions the group 24-hour rhythm of SAP was eliminated while a significant group circadian rhythm for HR was detected. The individual amplitude/MESOR ratios for the 24-, 12-, 8- and 6-hour periodic components of SAP and HR in the lesioned rats showed no marked differences as compared with controls. The generation and entrainment of circadian variations in HR is probably not dependent on the integrity of SCN in rats. The SCN may participate in the entrainment of the circadian rhythm of SAP. The combination of completely abolished (water intake) and persisting (heart rate) rhythms further supports that the circadian regulatory system consists of a network of multiple oscillators.